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The precise predictions of the differentiation direction and potential of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are an important key to
the success of regenerative medicine. The expression levels of fate-determining genes may provide tools for predicting
differentiation potential. The expression levels of 95 candidate marker genes and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) contents after
chondrogenic induction in 10 undifferentiated ilium and 5 jaw MSC cultures were determined, and their correlations were
analyzed. The expression levels of eight genes before the induction of chondrogenic MSC differentiation were significantly
correlated with the GAG levels after induction. Based on correlation patterns, the eight genes were classified into two groups:
group 1 genes (AURKB, E2F1, CDKN2D, LIF, and ACLY), related to cell cycle regulation, and group 2 genes (CD74, EFEMP1,
and TGM2), involved in chondrogenesis. The expression levels of the group 2 genes were significantly correlated with the ages
of the cell donors. The expression levels of CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2 were >10-fold higher in highly potent MSCs (ilium
MSCs) than in MSCs with limited potential (jaw MSCs). Three-dimensional (3D) scatter plot analyses of the expression levels of
these genes showed reduced variability between donors and confirmed predictive potential. These data suggest that group 2
genes are involved in age-dependent decreases in the chondrogenic differentiation potential of MSCs, and combined 3D
analyses of the expression profiles of three genes, including two group 2 genes, were predictive of MSC differentiation potential.

1. Introduction

Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) can differentiate into
various cell types, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes, or

adipocytes; therefore, they are promising as regenerative
medicine [1–4]. MSCs are usually obtained using bone mar-
row aspirated from the iliac crest. Recently, we developed
another method to obtain MSCs from jaw bone marrow
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collected during wisdom tooth extraction [5], a surgery that
several young adults undergo. The differentiation potential
of MSCs varies depending on the tissue sources and the phys-
ical conditions of donors [6–9]. Accordingly, we previously
demonstrated that MSCs from jaw bone marrow have poor
chondrogenic differentiation capacity, although they have
high osteogenic differentiation capacity, as seen in ilium
MSCs [5]. In another study, we showed that chondrogenic
differentiation potential of MSCs from ilium bone marrow
depends on the age of cell donors [10].

Predicting the differentiation direction of MSCs is a cru-
cial determinant of clinical outcomes of regenerative medi-
cine, and several cell surface markers have been identified
as predictors of such capabilities. CD105+, CD146+,
CD271+, or ROR2+ MSCs have enhanced capacity for chon-
drogenic differentiation [11–14]. CD146+ MSCs also have
greater therapeutic potential than CD146− cells [15]. How-
ever, the utility of these cell surface markers has not yet been
established. Hence, in addition to cell surface markers, gene
expression patterns may provide a strategy for predicting
the differentiation potential of MSCs.

Recently, we produced a TaqMan low-density array com-
prising real-time PCR probes and the primers for 95 marker
candidate genes that were selected from microarray analyses
of 17,703 genes [16]. Because these 95 genes showed higher
expression levels in MSCs than in fibroblasts, we predicted
that some of these genes may serve as MSC markers for
identifying cells having high potential for differentiation into
specific cell types such as chondrocytes.

In the present study, we aimed to find prediction markers
to select potent MSCs by comparing gene expression profiles
and differentiation levels. Accordingly, we determined the
expression levels of 95 marker candidate genes in undiffer-
entiated MSCs from various donors and analyzed the cor-
relation between the expression and glycosaminoglycan
(GAG) protein levels in MSCs after induction of chondro-
genic differentiation. The mRNA levels of eight genes were
strongly correlated with MSC potency, as indicated by
GAG production.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cells. Human bone marrow MSCs were isolated from
patients at the Hiroshima University Hospital and were

cultured with the approval of the Hiroshima University
Ethics Committee, as described previously [10, 16]. Ilium
MSCs were isolated from 10 patients aged 25, 39, 53, 55,
59, 61, 63, 64, 65, and 81 years, and jaw MSCs were col-
lected from 5 patients aged 20, 28, 36, 36, and 63 years
[10, 16]. The donor ID numbers and ages are listed in
Table S1 in Supplementary Materials.

2.2. Chondrogenic Differentiation of MSCs. MSCs from
fourth-passage cultures were seeded at 2.5× 105 cells in
15mL centrifuge tubes for pellet culture in a chondrogenic
differentiation medium and were maintained for 28 days as
described previously [10, 17]. The GAG contents were then
measured using a sulfated GAG assay kit (Biocolor), accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were normalized
by the amounts of genomic DNA determined using Pico-
Green fluorescence assays (Invitrogen).

2.3. Quantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated from
confluent third-passage cultures using the RNeasy Mini Kit
(Qiagen) as described previously [16]. First-strand cDNA
was synthesized using ReverTra Ace-α (Toyobo), and real-
time quantitative PCR was performed using the ABI Prism
7900 Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems) with
a TaqMan low-density array (Applied Biosystems), which
contains TaqMan probe and primer sets (TaqMan Gene
Expression Assays) for 95 genes. The 95 genes were selected
because their expression levels in ilium or jaw MSCs were
more than two-fold higher than those in fibroblasts on
microarray analyses [16]. The probe set IDs of TaqMan
probe and primer sets for ACLY, AURKB, CD74, CDKN2D,
E2F1, EFEMP1, LIF, and TGM2 are provided in Table 1.
The genes examined in this study are listed in Table S1 in
Supplementary Materials with their mRNA expression levels
relative to that of β-actin.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS Statistics forWindows, version 24.0. (IBMCorp.).
Comparisons were made using Student’s t-tests when
comparing two experimental groups; correlations between
mRNA expression levels and GAG contents, donor ages, or
the mRNA expression levels of other genes were identified
using Pearson correlation coefficients. The coefficient
between the mRNA levels of group 2 genes and donor ages

Table 1: Candidate prediction marker genes showing significant positive correlation between their expression levels in undifferentiatedMSCs
and GAG contents after chondrogenic induction.

Gene Full name Probe set ID r

ACLY ATP citrate lyase Hs00153764_m1 0.531∗

AURKB Aurora kinase B Hs00177782_m1 0.570∗

CD74 CD74 molecule Hs00269961_m1 0.565∗

CDKN2D Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2D Hs00176481_m1 0.577∗

E2F1 E2F transcription factor 1 Hs00153451_m1 0.566∗

EFEMP1 EGF containing fibulin extracellular matrix protein 1 Hs00251661_m1 0.637∗

LIF Leukemia inhibitory factor Hs00171455_m1 0.603∗

TGM2 Transglutaminase 2 Hs00190278_m1 0.603∗

r: Pearson correlation coefficient; ∗P < 0 05.
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were calculated by linear regression analysis. Differences and
correlations were considered significant when P < 0 05.

2.5. Cluster Analysis. Correlations between the mRNA
expression levels of ACLY, AURKB, CD74, CDKN2D, E2F1,
EFEMP1, LIF, and TGM2 were evaluated using hierarchical
cluster analyses with the nearest-neighbor algorithm and
are presented in a dendrogram that was generated using SPSS
version 24.0.

2.6. Three-Dimensional (3D) Scatter Plot Analysis. 3D scatter
plots were constructed using SPSS version 24.0. In this analysis,
the relative mRNA expression levels of CDKN2D, CD74, and
TGM2 in MSCs from 15 donors were recalculated relative to
maximum values of 100 for each gene, and the distances
between each point and the origin were then calculated.

3. Results

3.1. Chondrogenic Differentiation Potential of Ilium and Jaw
MSCs. The potential and direction of differentiation vary
depending on the source of the MSCs. In our previous study,
we found that jawMSCs have modest chondrogenic differen-
tiation capacity compared with MSCs from the ilium [5, 16].
Accordingly, the GAG contents of the pellet cultures of ilium
MSCs (lanes 1–10) were much higher (2.3 to 29.4μg) than

those of the pellet cultures of jaw MSCs (lanes 11–15;
<0.3μg) at 28 days after induction of chondrogenesis
(Figure 1). However, the GAG contents varied widely even
among ilium MSC cultures.

3.2. Correlations between Gene Expression Levels in
Undifferentiated MSCs and GAG Contents after Induction of
Chondrogenesis. The differences in chondrogenic differentia-
tion potential between the ilium and jaw MSCs may help
identify marker genes that can predict the MSC potential
before induction. Thus, we assessed the correlations between
gene expression levels in 15 MSC cultures (10 from ilium
tissues and 5 from jaw tissues) and their differentiation
levels after chondrogenic induction. We quantified the
mRNA levels of 95 marker candidate genes using TaqMan
low-density arrays [16] and analyzed the correlation
between these levels and GAG contents. The mRNA expres-
sion patterns of eight of the 95 genes were significantly cor-
related with the GAG contents after induction (Table S1 in
Supplementary Materials and Table 1); therefore, we selected
these as candidate predictors of differentiation potential.

3.3. Correlation Analysis of Expression Levels of Eight Genes
with Predictive Potential. To further examine the relation-
ships between the identified eight genes, we correlated
expression profiles in 15 MSC cultures (Table 2). These
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Figure 1: Chondrogenic differentiation potential of MSCs from ilium and jaw bone marrow. Chondrogenic differentiation levels were
evaluated according to GAG contents at 28 days after induction. Data are presented as mean GAG contents normalized by genomic DNA
amounts± standard errors of the mean from triplicate cultures; 1–10: ilium MSCs; 11–15: jaw MSCs.

Table 2: Correlation coefficients for expression levels of eight candidate predictive marker genes.

Gene AURKB E2F1 CDKN2D LIF ACLY CD74 EFEMP1 TGM2

AURKB 1.000

E2F1 0.940∗∗ 1.000

CDKN2D 0.825∗∗ 0.899∗∗ 1.000

LIF 0.836∗∗ 0.905∗∗ 0.933∗∗ 1.000

ACLY 0.711∗∗ 0.811∗∗ 0.893∗∗ 0.889∗∗ 1.000

CD74 0.244 0.406 0.314 0.401 0.571∗ 1.000

EFEMP1 0.396 0.483 0.366 0.369 0.502 0.827∗∗ 1.000

TGM2 0.343 0.431 0.315 0.419 0.494 0.751∗∗ 0.785∗∗ 1.000

r: Pearson correlation coefficient; ∗P < 0 05, ∗∗P < 0 01. Strong Pearson correlation coefficient: >0.75.
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analyses showed significant correlations in several combina-
tions, presumably reflecting common regulatory mecha-
nisms. To confirm these assumptions, we performed
hierarchical cluster analyses using the nearest-neighbor algo-
rithm and generated a dendrogram (Figure 2) that represents
the overall relationships between the eight genes. Based on
these correlation patterns, AURKB, E2F1, CDKN2D, LIF,
and ACLY were allocated to group 1 and CD74, EFEMP1,
and TGM2 were allocated to group 2, suggesting the presence
of two predominant signaling pathways that determine
chondrogenic differentiation potential.

3.4. Comparisons of Gene Expression Levels between Ilium
and Jaw MSCs. Because the GAG contents were consistently
lower in jaw MSCs than in those from the ilium, we com-
pared the expression levels of the eight identified genes in
MSCs from both tissues. These analyses revealed significantly
higher mRNA expression levels of all eight genes in ilium
MSCs than in jawMSCs (Figure 3). Moreover, the expression
levels of CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2 were 22-, 18-, and
10-fold higher, respectively, in iliumMSCs than in jawMSCs.
Thus, we selected these three genes as potential markers for
further combined analyses.

3.5. Combined 3D Analysis of CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2
Expression Levels. Although the CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2
expression levels were much higher in ilium MSCs than in
jaw MSCs, these considerably varied among the cultures of
ilium MSCs. Thus, to predict MSC potential, we performed
combined 3D analyses of expression levels and generated a
3D scatter plot for the three genes (Figure 4(a)). Distances
from the origin for 9 out of 10 ilium MSCs (66.6 to 156.6)
were greater than those for all jaw MSCs (2.8 to 13.4),

whereas that for ilium MSC-4 was only 19.9 (Figure 4(b)).
In addition, variations in combined expression data
(Figure 5(a)) for all three genes were much smaller than
for individual genes (Figure 5(b)). Hence, these combined
3D analyses may provide a more useful standard for predict-
ing chondrogenic differentiation.

3.6. Negative Correlations between Gene Expression Levels
and Donor Ages. We previously identified age-dependent
decreases in chondrogenic differentiation potential of MSCs
[10]. Thus, to evaluate the effects of age on the expression
levels of the present eight genes with predictive potential,
we correlated donor ages and mRNA expression levels in
MSCs. The expression levels of the group 2 genes CD74,
EFEMP1, and TGM2 were negatively correlated with donor
ages (Table 3 and Figure 6), whereas no significant correla-
tions were found for group 1 genes, suggesting that group 2
genes play predominant roles in age-dependent MSC chon-
drogenic differentiation potential.

4. Discussion

The predictions of MSC differentiation direction and poten-
tial are critical for clinical applications because the ensuing
multipotency varies among donors. Although the factors that
dictate differentiation potential into specific cell types remain
poorly understood, we found that after chondrogenic induc-
tion, GAG contents were consistently low in pellet cultures of
all MSCs from jaw tissues compared with those from ilium
MSCs. Further, we attempted to identify the genes expressed
at high levels in MSCs fated to produce large amounts of
GAG but not in those fated to produce only small amounts
of GAG after chondrogenic induction.

To identify markers of chondrocyte differentiation
potential in MSCs, we correlated the gene expression in
undifferentiated MSCmonolayer cultures with GAG produc-
tion inMSC pellet cultures after differentiation into chondro-
cytes. In these expression analyses, eight genes were
significantly correlated with GAG contents, and these were
classified into two groups according to their transcription
profiles. These cluster analyses suggest common transcrip-
tional regulatory mechanisms. Accordingly, the group 1
genes AURKB [18], E2F1 [19–21], CDKN2D [22], LIF
[23, 24], and ACLY [25] participate in cell cycle regula-
tion, whereas the group 2 genes EFEMP1 [26, 27], CD74
[24, 28–30], and TGM2 [31, 32] are involved in the regu-
lation of chondrogenesis.

EFEMP1 (also known as fibulin-3), an ECM protein, is
specifically expressed in cartilage and acts as a negative reg-
ulator of chondrogenesis [26]. Accordingly, overexpression
of EFEMP1 reportedly suppressed the expression of the
chondrogenic proteins SOX9, type II collagen, and aggre-
can, whereas knockdown of EFEMP1 facilitated chondro-
genesis [27]. CD74 is a receptor for macrophage migration
inhibitory factor [33], which upregulates SOX9 expression
[34]. TGM2 catalyzes the crosslinking of proteins such as
fibronectin [31, 32] and thereby plays important roles in
chondrogenesis [35].

Group 1

Group 2
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CDKN2D

LIF

ACLY
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EFEMP1
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Rescaled distance cluster combine
0 5 10 15 20 25

Figure 2: Dendrogram of the expression profiles of eight
candidate prediction marker genes. Hierarchical cluster analysis
of gene expression levels was performed using the nearest-
neighbor algorithm of SPSS. The horizontal dendrogram shows
rescaled cumulative distances of clusters. The eight identified
genes were classified into groups 1 and 2 according to the gene
expression profiles.
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Figure 3: Comparisons of the expression levels of the eight candidate predictors of chondrogenesis between ilium MSCs (n = 10) and jaw
MSCs (n = 5). Bars indicate mean values for each group; ∗P < 0 05, ∗∗P < 0 01; Student’s t-test.
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Among the eight genes identified herein, the mean
CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2 mRNA expression levels were
more than 10-fold higher in ilium MSCs than in jaw MSCs.
Although these varied widely between ilium MSC cultures,
combined 3D analyses of these three genes showed promis-
ing results with very low variations and may represent a
novel strategy for determining MSC differentiation potential.

MSCs are multipotent, and their fates are likely unpre-
dictable, even if their potential for differentiation can be
estimated. The present 3D combined analyses may offer

promising assessments of differentiation potential, although
the combined expression level in the MSC-4 culture was
relatively low, despite the high GAG contents. To compen-
sate for this discrepancy, we performed additional two-
dimensional analysis of CDKN2D and CD74 (Figure S1 in
Supplementary Materials), which showed much greater
combined expression levels in ilium MSC-4 (no. 4) cultures
than in jaw MSCs (nos. 11–15), similar combined expression
to that in ilium MSC-2 (no. 2) cultures, but much lower
combined expression than in the other ilium MSC cultures
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Figure 5: Comparisons of gene expression levels in ilium MSCs (n = 10). (a) Box plots show distances from the origin in combined 3D
analysis of CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2, as shown in Figure 4(a). (b) Box plots of CDKN2D, CD74, and TGM2 expression levels are
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are numbered according to the donor IDs.
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(nos. 1, 3, and 5–10). Although this approach is sensitive to
the expression of multiple genes, further studies of multiple
MSC cultures from various tissues at various passages are
required and could include fat- and synovium-derived MSCs.

In the present study, we used only 10 ilium and 5 jaw
MSC lines owing to limited availability of MSC lines. Varia-
tions of the expression levels of the eight genes in iliumMSCs
were much larger than those in jaw MSCs. Fortunately, we
could examine 10 ilium MSC lines compared with 5 jaw
MSC lines. In future research, the number of MSC lines
should be increased to confirm our present results.

Although donor age strongly influences the potential for
chondrogenic differentiation of MSCs, we previously showed
that it is not a predictor of osteogenic or adipogenic differen-
tiation [10]. In this study, the expression levels of the group 2
genes EFEMP1, CD74, and TGM2 were negatively correlated
with the donor ages, potentially indicating their character-
ized roles in chondrogenesis. Collectively, these findings sug-
gest that the group 2 genes are responsible for age-dependent
chondrogenic differentiation. In agreement, EFEMP1 expres-
sion in articular cartilage was previously shown to decrease in
an age-dependent manner [27].

Recently, Bertolo et al. [36] demonstrated marked
decreases in the chondrogenic differentiation potential of
MSCs after passage 7. In their study concerning 84
senescence-related genes, the expression levels of 14 genes,
including E2F1 and CDKN2D, were more than two-fold
lower at passage 9 than at passage 3. As shown herein, these
data suggest that high-level expression of cell cycle regula-
tors such as E2F1 and CDKN2D is a requirement for high
chondrogenic differentiation potential. In a previous study,
we also evaluated the expression levels of 20 MSC marker
genes, including LIF, CD74, and TGM2, from passages 1
to 10 [16]. Notably, LIF maintained similar expression
levels from passages 1 to 10, but the expression level of
CD74 was upregulated at passage 10. Further, the expres-
sion level of TGM2 at passage 1 is much higher than those
from passages 2 to 10. Thus, the expression levels of the
marker genes found in this study showed various patterns.
The relationship between expression levels of the eight
genes and decreases in the chondrogenic differentiation
potential after several passages should be analyzed in
future research.

We previously identified several genes with potential as
MSC markers [16], and among these, TGM2 and LIF expres-
sions were downregulated after the induction of chondro-
genic differentiation [37]. Thus, markers of differentiation
potential likely differ from markers of differentiation such

Table 3: Correlations between expression levels of candidate
predictive marker genes and donor ages.

Group Gene r

1 AURKB 0.268

1 E2F1 0.083

1 CDKN2D 0.363

1 LIF 0.218

1 ACLY 0.116

2 CD74 −0.754∗

2 EFEMP1 −0.702∗

2 TGM2 −0.852∗∗

r: Pearson correlation coefficients; ∗P < 0 05, ∗∗P < 0 01.
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as type II collagen and aggrecan, which are upregulated only
after chondrogenic differentiation [38]. Therefore, while the
markers identified herein indicate MSC potential, their
expression levels are unlikely to distinguish between the
degrees of differentiation.

Several cell surface markers, including CD105, CD146,
CD271, and receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor
2 (ROR2), have been considered as markers of MSCs with
high potential for chondrocyte differentiation [11–14].
However, to evaluate the expression levels of cell surface
markers, we need experiments using fluorescence-
activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis, which uses suitable
antigens for detecting cell surface molecules and single
cells detached from culture dishes. The nature of MSCs
detached from the dishes may differ from that of cells
attached to the dishes. In addition, evaluation using FACS
analysis is not quantitative, although FACS can be used to
select a subpopulation that expresses high levels of a cell
surface marker. Among these cell surface markers, the
CD146 (MCAM) gene was included in the 95 genes eval-
uated in this study (Table S1 in Supplementary Materials).
CD146 showed a similar expression pattern as the eight
genes identified in this study. Its expression level in ilium
MSCs was significantly higher than that in jaw MSCs
(data not shown), although the correlation of CD146
expression with GAG production was not significant, sug-
gesting that the eight genes are more reliable markers than
cell surface markers such as CD146. Thus, measuring the
prediction marker expression levels in cells attached to the
dishes could be desirable for estimating the differentiation
potential of MSCs.

5. Conclusions

The present 3D expression analyses of predictive marker
genes offer a novel strategy for assessing MSC differentiation
potential and could form the basis for predicting clinical out-
comes of MSC therapy.
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